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All 38 horses still in contention after the cross-country phase passed the 2nd horse inspection
this morning and start in the showjumping.
Only 12 competitors managed a clear round within the 86" allowed, among which Piggy
French (GBR) and Cooley Lancer (ZVCH). They climbed from 3rd since dressage to the rider's
15th international win this season and her stallion's title of new FEI WBFSH World champion
of 6-year-old eventing horse.
Provisional second, Sophie Leube (GER) and Sweetwaters Ziethen (TRAK) dropped to 5th place
after a refusal from the stallion and time penalties.
Young Norwegian Yasmin Sanderson probably felt some pressure. In the lead since dressage
with Inchello DHI (KWPN), she dropped to bronze medal after a fault.
Overnight 6th, Dartagnan du Beliard (SF), ridden by Thomas Carlile (FRA), jumped clear to grab
reserve 6-year-olds World champion title.

7-Year-olds
Mondial du Lion - 7-year-olds : And the World champion is... Happy Boy !
On Sunday morning, four horses did not pas the second horse inspection : Obos Take One,
ridden by Suzanne Hagan (IRL) and Viktor 107 ridden by Josephine Schnaufer (GER) were
refused while Tim Lips (NED) withdrew Herby from the holding box. Susannah Berry did the
same with Monbeg By Design.
Only 6 of the 56 starters in the showjumping were clear inside the time. Among them, World
n°3 Tim Price (NZL) with Happy Boy (KWPN). This was worth a surprise gold medal for the pair
who
were
only
7th
overnight.
3rd after cross-country, Oliver Townend (GBR) and Miss Cooley (ISH) dropped to 23e with 3
fences down. 2nd overnight Christopher Burton (AUS) and Coup de Cœur Dudevin (SF), had
two fences down and dropped to 7th.
Overnight leader Tom McEwen (GBR) secured bronze medal with Brookfield Benjamin Bounce
(ISH) despite one fence down.
The USA's Elisabeth Halliday-Sharp and ISH Cooley Moonshine, bronze medalists in the 6-yearolds at Mondial du Lion last year, took silver this year in the FEI-WBFSH World championship
for
7-year-old
eventing
horses.
Best of the French contingent is Thomas Carlile, 5th with Cestuy La de l’Esques (ANAA).

